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HIGHLIGHTS

- We present risk factors for endometrial cancer, including genetic predisposition.
- We review the diagnostic and metastatic evaluation of women with endometrial cancer.
- We describe the surgical management of early and advanced endometrial cancer.
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ABSTRACT

Endometrial carcinoma is the most common gynecologic malignancy. A thorough understanding of the epidemiology, pathophysiology, and management strategies for this cancer allows the obstetrician–gynecologist to identify women at increased risk, contribute toward risk reduction, and facilitate early diagnosis. The Society of Gynecologic Oncology’s Clinical Practice Committee has reviewed the literature and created evidence-based practice recommendations for diagnosis and treatment. This article examines:

- Risk factors, including genetic predisposition
- Diagnostic and metastatic evaluation
- Surgical management of early and advanced cancer, including lymphadenectomy in early cancer.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
The Society of Gynecologic Oncology’s (“SGO”) Clinical Practice Committee has developed a series of Clinical Documents designed to improve the overall quality of women's cancer care; reduce the use of unnecessary, ineffective, or harmful interventions; and facilitate the optimal treatment of patients, with a goal to maximize the therapeutic benefit and minimize the risk of harm at acceptable cost.

Clinical Documents are intended to be educational devices that provide information to assist health care providers in patient care. This Clinical Document is not a rule and should not be construed as establishing a legal standard of care or as encouraging, advocating, requiring, or discouraging any particular treatment. Clinical Documents are not intended to supplant the judgment of the health care provider with respect to particular patients or special clinical situations. Clinical decisions in any particular case involve a complex analysis of a patient's circumstances and will be encountered by almost every gynecologist. A thorough examination, and facilitate early diagnosis of this cancer. The purpose of this document is to review the risks and benefits of current treatment options and optimize treatment for women with endometrial cancer.
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Clinical presentation

What are the most common symptoms associated with endometrial cancer?

The most common symptoms are abnormal uterine bleeding and vaginal discharge. Patients who have advanced disease may have symptoms similar to those seen with advanced ovarian cancer, such as abdominal or pelvic pain, abdominal distension, early satiety, or change in bowel or bladder function.

Risk factors

What are the most common risk factors associated with developing an endometrial cancer?

Prolonged unopposed estrogen exposure is associated with most type I endometrial cancers. Estrogen replacement therapy prescribed to control menopausal symptoms increases the risk of developing endometrial cancer by 2- to 20-fold, with an increasing risk correlating with the duration of use. Concomitant administration of progestins continuously or intermittently (10 to 15 days/month) significantly reduces this increased risk of cancer [4,5]. Exposure to unopposed endogenous estrogen, as occurs in chronic anovulation (polycystic ovary syndrome), with estrogen-producing tumors, and with excessive peripheral conversion of androgens to estrone in adipose tissue, is also associated with an increased risk for developing endometrial hyperplasia and cancer. Tamoxifen, a selective estrogen receptor modulator, acts as an estrogen antagonist in breast tissues and an agonist in bone and endometrial tissues. Tamoxifen use is associated with a 6- to 8-fold increase in the incidence of endometrial cancer [6].

The obesity epidemic in the United States may have a profound impact on the incidence of endometrial cancer seen this country. The profound increased incidence of endometrial cancer associated with obesity [7] may be explained by higher endogenous estrogen production via aromatization in adipose tissues. Additionally, premenopausal obese women are more likely to suffer from chronic anovulation. Diabetes mellitus is associated with an increased risk for endometrial cancer that may be related to concurrent obesity, although an independent association between diabetes and endometrial cancer has been reported [8]. Hypertension has been epidemiologically associated with an increased risk of endometrial cancer, but whether hypertension represents an independent risk factor or the association is confounded by the presence of medical comorbidities, such as diabetes and obesity, is unclear [9].

Age also represents an important risk factor for developing endometrial cancer. Most women are diagnosed after menopause, with only 15% diagnosed before the age of 50 years and only 5% before 40 years of age [10]. Younger women who develop endometrial cancer are more likely to be obese and nulliparous and have well-differentiated endometrioid histology and lower-stage disease than older women [11].

Reproductive characteristics associated with increased risk of endometrial cancer include nulliparity, infertility, early age of menarche, and late age of menopause [12]. Importantly, the use of combination oral contraceptive pills, depot medroxyprogesterone acetate, and progesterone-secreting intra-uterine devices reduces the risk of developing endometrial cancer. Smoking has also been associated with a reduced risk for endometrial cancer, especially in postmenopausal women [13].

Genetic predisposition

Is there a familial risk for developing endometrial cancer?

Women with Lynch syndrome or hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) are at an increased risk of developing endometrial, colon, and ovarian cancer. This autosomal dominant syndrome is characterized by a germline mutation in one of the mismatch repair genes: MLH1, MSH2, PMS2, or MSH6. The estimated cumulative risk of developing endometrial cancer by age 70 is 54% for MLH1, 21% for MSH2, and 16% for MSH6 mutations [14]. This risk of endometrial cancer rises significantly after the age of 40, with a mean age of diagnosis of 46 years. Somatic mutations in the PTEN gene are common in sporadic endometrial cancers [15]. A germline PTEN mutation can be found in patients with Cowden syndrome, and patients who have this rare autosomal dominant familial syndrome are at increased risk for breast, thyroid, and endometrial cancers [16]. The association between germline mutations in BRCA genes and the risk of endometrial cancer remains controversial [17].

Diagnostic evaluation

Who should evaluate a woman with suspicious symptoms for endometrial cancer?

A gynecologist or other medical provider who is familiar with endometrial cancer should evaluate women with symptoms suspicious for the disease. All providers should be capable of completing a thorough history and physical examination, ordering transvaginal ultrasonography, and performing office endometrial sampling based on ultrasonographic findings or the persistence of symptoms despite normal findings on radiographic studies. If a medical provider has not been trained to perform endometrial sampling or is not comfortable performing the procedure, abnormal ultrasonographic findings or persistent symptoms should generate an immediate gynecologic referral.

How should women with symptoms suggestive of endometrial cancer be evaluated?

The standard diagnostic evaluation for endometrial cancer includes pelvic ultrasonography, office endometrial biopsy, or dilation and curettage (D&C) with or without hysteroscopy. Pelvic ultrasound is not necessary if a patient has undergone a previous endometrial sampling showing an invasive cancer. A review of data from approximately 2900 patients collected from 13 published studies demonstrated that an endometrial thickness cut-off of 5 mm on ultrasonography resulted in a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 54% compared to 98% and 35%, respectively, if the cut-off was reduced to 3 mm. In addition, the 3-mm cut-off could reduce the pretest probability of endometrial cancer from 10% to 0.7% in women with negative results. The reviewers concluded that a 3-mm endometrial thickness cut-off on transvaginal ultrasonography might reliably exclude endometrial cancer in women with postmenopausal bleeding [18].

The most common outpatient endometrial sampling device is the Pipelle aspiration catheter. A meta-analysis of studies on the efficacy of several devices indicates that Pipelle has the best performance, with detection rates of 99.6% and 98% for endometrial cancer and endometrial hyperplasia, respectively [19]. All devices analyzed had a high specificity rate of 98%. Biopsy under hysteroscopic guidance remains the gold standard in the diagnostic evaluation for endometrial cancer. Compared to blind D&C, D&C with hysteroscopic guidance has a higher accuracy and superior diagnostic yield [20,21].

If initial investigations yield negative results, what should be done if symptoms persist?

Persistence of symptoms following negative initial assessment results deserves further diagnostic evaluation. The approach should be dictated by the order of investigative evaluation. For example, if the initial assessment involved only pelvic ultrasonography, endometrial sampling should be performed. Similarly, if an office endometrial biopsy has already been performed, hysteroscopy with D&C is required.

Recommendations

- Outpatient endometrial biopsy with the Pipelle catheter is reliable and accurate for the detection of disease in most cases of endometrial cancer (level of evidence: A).
- Hysteroscopic-guided endometrial biopsy remains the gold standard for endometrial cancer diagnosis (level of evidence: A).
• Transvaginal ultrasonography is highly sensitive and specific in predicting the presence of endometrial cancer and can be used to triage patients for endometrial biopsy (level of evidence: B).
• If symptomatology persists despite negative findings from the previously cited tests, further evaluation is justified because none of these tests have 100% sensitivity (level of evidence: B).

Metastatic evaluation

Is a metastatic evaluation necessary in women with newly diagnosed endometrial cancers?

Because endometrial cancer is a surgically staged disease, one purpose of surgery is to assess the extent of disease. Preoperative assessment of spread is not typically required, but under special circumstances, preoperative assessment of metastatic disease may be clinically important. These circumstances include when the patient is a poor surgical candidate due to medical comorbidities or when symptoms suggest possible metastasis to unusual sites, such as bone or the central nervous system.

What is the recommended metastatic assessment for newly diagnosed endometrial cancers?

Imaging modalities are the most popular method for evaluating for metastasis because they are noninvasive. These modalities include computed tomography (CT) scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and integrated positron emission tomography and computed tomography (PET/CT) scan. Identification of metastatic lymph nodes by both CT scan and MRI is based on measurement of node size, with the short-axis diameter greater than 10 mm or 6 mm being the most accepted criterion. Both modalities have a sensitivity ranging from 27% to 66% and a specificity of 73% to 99% [22,23]. The sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value of PET/CT scan in detecting lymph node metastasis are 51% to 69%, 90% to 100%, and 43% to 91%, respectively [24,25]. The performance of the PET/CT scan is similar for the detection of distant metastasis, with sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 94%, and positive predictive value of 63% [26]. Despite these data, however, lack of reproducibility, a question of cost-effectiveness, and a lack of proven clinical benefit preclude the recommendation for universal preoperative metastatic evaluation with MRI, CT, or PET/CT in patients with newly diagnosed endometrial cancer. In one recent study, preoperative CT was found to be costly and rarely altered management in patients with uterine neoplasms, particularly among endometrioid carcinomas [27].

Measurement of serum CA125 has also been investigated as a means of preoperative evaluation for metastasis. Studies have shown a correlation between preoperative CA125 concentrations and extrauterine disease, including lymph node metastasis [28]. Other studies, however, have shown either no correlation or a high-false positive rate, raising questions about the usefulness of the test [29]. Selective use of serum CA125 assessment may be helpful in the management of patients who may not be able to undergo comprehensive staging surgery and in those with high-risk endometrial cancer histology, such as papillary serous [30].

Recommendations
• Routine preoperative assessment of endometrial cancer patients with imaging tests evaluating for metastasis is not necessary (level of evidence: A).
• Serum CA125 measurement may be useful in management planning of selected endometrial cancer patients but cannot currently be recommended for routine clinical use (level of evidence: C).

Approach to endometrial cancer: best practices

What role does a gynecologic oncologist play in the initial management of endometrial cancer?

Treatment with curative intent must encompass all sites of local, regional, or systemic disease. Total hysterectomy involving removal of the tubes and ovaries has been the mainstay of treatment for uterine cancer. However, in 1988, with mounting evidence that extraterine disease was associated with poor outcomes and that patients with advanced disease required more than just surgical intervention, corpus cancer was converted to a surgically staged disease. Although opinion as to the role of routine lymphadenectomy remains divided, relative consensus has been reached that the information gained by comprehensive surgical staging, including lymphadenectomy, offers prognostic pathologic findings that can be used to individualize additional treatment.

Some patients with early-stage disease do not clearly benefit from comprehensive staging, but no true and reliable preoperative predictive model accurately identifies such individuals. Additionally, intraoperative decisions about the need for comprehensive staging are hindered by the difficulty of ensuring broad institutional reproducibility and reliable intraoperative assessment. Therefore, we offer the following observations:
• Gynecologic oncologists are the only physicians specifically trained to understand all of the nuances associated with preoperative and intraoperative care of patients with endometrial cancer, and their training allows proper decision making on an individual basis once final pathology is available.
• Clinical evidence indicates that uterine cancer should be initially approached with a minimally invasive surgical technique. Gynecologic oncologists are the only subspecialists specifically trained to perform comprehensive staging using minimally invasive approaches.
• Comprehensive staging with a minimally invasive approach confers little increased surgical risk to patients.
• Patient outcomes are improved when high-volume surgeons in high-volume institutions render care, and this outcome model is typically reproduced by standard gynecologic oncology practice.
• Nearly 20% of women believed preoperatively to have early-stage uterine cancer are found to have advanced (stages III–IV) disease [31]. Current literature suggests that management of these women by a gynecologic oncologist results in improved disease-specific survival.

These data suggest that a gynecologic oncologist should be involved in the initial care of every woman seeking treatment for endometrial cancer. Such involvement enhances the preoperative and intraoperative decision process, allows completion of any necessary procedure (comprehensive staging or debulking), facilitates the decision regarding the need for additional therapy, and results in a comprehensive and cost-effective clinical approach.

What is the recommended initial management for early endometrial cancer?

Although most women diagnosed with endometrial cancer present with early-stage disease confined to the uterus, metastatic disease is identified in a significant percentage when comprehensive staging is performed [31]. In 1988, the International Federation of Gynecologists and Obstetricians (FIGO) formally recommended surgical staging as part of the initial treatment for endometrial cancer. Even with revisions of the staging system in 2009, total hysterectomy, bilateral salpingooophorectomy, and bilateral pelvic and para-aortic lymph node dissection continue to be recommended.

What is the preferred surgical approach for staging early endometrial cancer?

Traditionally, surgical staging for endometrial cancer has been accomplished with open laparotomy. Throughout the 1990s, multiple studies demonstrated the feasibility of a laparoscopic approach [32, 33]. Subsequent randomized, controlled trials have compared laparotomy with laparoscopy. In Gynecologic Oncology Group Study (GOG) LAP2, 2616 women with endometrial cancer were randomized in 2:1 fashion to undergo comprehensive surgical staging via either laparoscopy or laparotomy [34]. Conversion from laparoscopy to laparotomy
occurred in 25.8% of cases, primarily due to poor exposure. Laparoscopy was associated with fewer moderate-to-severe postoperative adverse events than laparotomy (14% vs 21%; \( P < 0.0001 \)) and similar rates of intraoperative complications. Although operative time was longer for laparoscopy, the incidence of hospitalization of more than 2 days was significantly lower compared to laparotomy (52% vs 94%; \( P < 0.0001 \)). Laparoscopy patients reported higher scores on several quality-of-life measures over the 6-week recovery period compared to laparotomy patients [35]. A meta-analysis of survival data from three randomized trials did not detect a survival difference between surgical approaches [36]. Similarly, the estimated overall 5-year survival reported in GOG LAP2 for laparotomy and laparoscopy were almost identical at 89.8% [37]. Though GOG LAP2 failed to demonstrate the non-inferiority of laparoscopy compared to laparotomy with respect to recurrence, the overall recurrence rates were much less than expected in both arms, 11.4% and 10.2% respectively [37]. Therefore, because the initial results of GOG Lap2 showed that laparoscopic surgical management of uterine cancer is superior for short-term safety and length-of-stay and that the recurrence rates and 5-year overall survival rates are similar in the two treatment arms, laparoscopy should be embraced as the preferred surgical approach for comprehensive surgical staging in women with endometrial cancer.

What is the role of robotic assistance in laparoscopic surgical management of early endometrial cancer?

Laparoscopic surgical technologies are continually evolving. In addition to a prolonged learning curve, laparoscopic surgical staging is often difficult to complete in obese women. In GOG LAP2, conversion from laparoscopy to laparotomy occurred in 17.5% of patients with body mass index (BMI) of 25, 26.5% of patients with BMI of 34 to 35, and 57.1% of patients with BMI greater than 40 [34]. The daVinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA) is designed to address these challenges. The platform provides several unique and beneficial features, including a three-dimensional image of the surgical field, “wristed” instruments with seven degrees of freedom, tremor filtration, and the ability to operate while seated. One drawback to this robotic platform is the lack of haptic feedback. Several case series describing the use of robotic-assisted laparoscopy for endometrial cancer surgical staging have been published [38,39]. Robotic-assisted laparoscopy has not been prospectively compared in a randomized trial to conventional laparoscopy for the performance of endometrial cancer surgical staging. Regardless, the existing literature suggests that robotic-assisted laparoscopy has benefits similar to those established for traditional laparoscopy in comparison to laparotomy. Technical proficiency may be attained more easily with robotic assistance than with conventional laparoscopy, thereby facilitating the completion of comprehensive staging in obese patients with endometrial cancer [40]. Cost comparisons between surgical approaches used for the management of endometrial cancer have been published [41]. Although traditional laparoscopy is typically the least expensive surgical approach, robotic-assisted laparoscopy appears to be less costly than laparotomy, especially when societal costs associated with recovery are considered.

What is the risk of port site metastases after laparoscopic or robotic staging for early endometrial cancer?

Port site metastases occurring in women undergoing laparoscopic procedures for gynecologic malignancies has been well documented. However, the rate of port-site tumor implantation after laparoscopic procedures in women with malignant disease is low and almost always occurs in the setting of synchronous, advanced intra-abdominal or distant metastatic disease [42]. More specifically, the rate of port site recurrences in women with early endometrial cancer undergoing minimally invasive surgery has been shown to be less than 1% [43]. The risk of port site metastases should not be used as an argument against offering women with early stage endometrial cancers either a conventional or a robotic approach to their disease.

When is vaginal hysterectomy appropriate in management of early endometrial cancer?

Although a vaginal approach is one of the preferred surgical approaches for hysterectomy in women with benign disease, it precludes the thorough abdominal survey and lymphadenectomy that is recommended in the management of endometrial cancer. For women who are elderly, are obese, or have extensive comorbid conditions, the risks associated with surgical staging via an abdominal or laparoscopic approach may outweigh its potential benefit. Several authors have reported on vaginal hysterectomy for treatment of early endometrial cancer in women at high surgical risk. These studies report similar survival rates in women undergoing vaginal hysterectomy and those in whom the abdominal approach is used [44–46]. Although it should not be considered the standard of care, vaginal hysterectomy may be an appropriate treatment in select patients who are at high risk for surgical morbidity.

Recommendations

- The initial management of endometrial cancer should include total hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, and pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy. Exceptions to this approach should be made only after consultation with a practitioner specializing in the treatment of endometrial cancer, such as a gynecologic oncologist (level of evidence: A).
- Laparoscopy should be embraced as the standard surgical approach for comprehensive surgical staging in women with endometrial cancer (level of evidence: A).
- Vaginal hysterectomy may be an appropriate treatment in select patients who are at high risk for surgical morbidity (level of evidence: C).
- Robotic-assisted laparoscopic staging is feasible and safe in women with endometrial cancer (level of evidence: B).

Role of lymphadenectomy in early endometrial cancer

Definitive guidelines on the assessment of lymphatic dissemination in endometrial cancer are unclear. Controversy remains over the indications for, the anatomic extent of, and the therapeutic value of lymphadenectomy in the management of the disease.

What is the definition of comprehensive surgical staging?

Comprehensive surgical staging of endometrial cancer involves removing the uterus, cervix, adnexa, pelvic, and para-aortic lymph node tissues and obtaining pelvic washings. Pelvic lymphadenectomy is typically defined as removal of the nodal tissue from the caudal half of the common iliac arteries, the anterior and medial aspect of the cranial half of the external iliac artery and vein, and the caudal half of the obturator fat pad anterior to the obturator nerve. Para-aortic lymph node dissection is defined as removal of nodal tissue over the caudal inferior vena cava from the level of the inferior mesenteric artery to the mid right common iliac artery and removal of the nodal tissue between the aorta and left ureter from the mid inferior mesenteric artery to the mid left common iliac artery.

Adequate nodal dissection requires that lymphatic tissue be demonstrated pathologically from each side (right and left), but no specific nodal counts are required. Thus, some practitioners may choose selective lymph node sampling rather than full dissection. When only sampling is performed, retrospective data suggested that patients who underwent multiple site sampling had improved survival over those who had limited or no sampling performed [47]. The caveat to nodal sampling rather than full dissection is that inspection or palpation of nodes has not been shown to be a sensitive method for detecting positive lymph nodes, with fewer than 10% of patients with lymphadenopathy having grossly involved nodes [31].

Despite the well-defined criteria for surgical staging, surgeons still debate the extent of lymphadenectomy necessary. Particular controversy surrounds whether to perform bilateral complete para-aortic lymph node dissection in all patients. Para-aortic nodes may be positive in the absence of pelvic lymphadenopathy [48,49]. In a large retrospective
What are the advantages and potential complications of comprehensive staging?

The advantages of comprehensive surgical staging lie in diagnosis, prognosis, and proper triage of patients for adjuvant therapy. FIGO endometrial cancer staging is based on surgical pathology, and comprehensive surgery allows for accurate definition of disease extent. GOG 33 found that 9% of patients who had clinically determined stage I disease had pelvic nodal metastases, 6% had para-aortic lymphadenopathy, 5% had spread to adnexa, and 6% had other extraperitoneal metastases at the time of surgery [31]. These patients with more advanced stage disease have poorer prognoses, which may not be recognized without comprehensive surgical staging.

Comprehensive surgical staging also allows for proper triage of adjuvant therapy. In addition to defining patients with more advanced stages of endometrial cancer and the need for radiation therapy and/or chemotherapy, patients with stage I disease who should receive further treatment can be identified. GOG 99 defined a high-intermediate risk group of patients with early-stage endometrial cancer who can benefit from additional therapy in terms of progression-free survival and fewer local recurrences [53]. Patients were triaged to pelvic radiation therapy based on age and pathologic factors, including grade (2-3), depth of invasion (outer one-third), and lymphovascular space invasion. In GOG 33, 22% of clinical stage I patients had outer one-third myometrial invasion, 71% had grade 2 or 3 disease, and 15% had lymphovascular space invasion and would have been triaged to adjuvant radiation therapy based on age and the number of risk factors present [31]. Furthermore, those patients without high-intermediate risk factors can be identified and their overtreatment can be avoided, sparing them from potential complications of radiation therapy.

Comprehensive surgical staging includes pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy, which is associated with inherent risks. Potential complications of these procedures include injury to major vessels or nerves, lymphedema, and associated cellulitis. Lymphedema occurs in 5% to 38% of patients undergoing pelvic lymph node dissection and can affect quality of life. Such negative effects can be avoided by limiting the pelvic lymphadenectomy to superior to the circumflex iliac vein, avoiding removal of the circumflex iliac nodes caudal to the external iliac nodes [54,55].

What is the evidence for and against the benefits of surgical staging?

GOG 33 was among the first trials to describe the benefits of surgical staging, with evidence that clinical stage I disease may pathologically include risk factors warranting adjuvant radiation therapy in 15% to 25% of early-stage patients. In addition, another 5% to 9% of patients may be upstaged by extraperitoneal involvement, significantly affecting prognosis and plans for adjuvant therapy [31]. GOG 99 defined high-intermediate risk factors for recurrence based on surgical pathology in women with stage I cancer. Women with high-intermediate risk factors were randomly assigned to radiation therapy or observation after comprehensive surgery. The incidence of recurrence was 12% in the observation group and 3% in the radiotherapy group, and there was no difference in overall survival [53]. Results of these trials suggest that comprehensive surgical staging can identify women at high risk of recurrence, allowing appropriate triage to additional therapy.

Several observational studies have compared outcomes in patients who had early-stage endometrial cancer with and without systematic lymphadenectomy. Retrospective single-institution studies advocate lymphadenectomy for all grades of tumor [47,56]. A large series using a national database supports lymph node dissection for grade 3 tumors only, with no benefit seen in grade 1 or 2 tumor [57]. This was also found in an observational study that examined patients with intermediate- or high-risk factors for recurrence who underwent surgery with pelvic lymphadenectomy with or without para-aortic lymph node dissection. Those who had a para-aortic lymphadenectomy had a survival benefit compared with those who did not, but this effect was not seen in patients with low-risk cancers [58]. Rather than triaging based on risk factors, other investigators suggest that the benefit of lymphadenectomy depends on the number of lymph nodes removed at the time of surgery [59,60]. However, no randomized trials support the benefit of lymphadenectomy in early-stage endometrial cancer.

Some randomized trials provide some evidence against surgical staging. Pancini and associates randomized 514 women with clinical stage I endometrial cancer to either systematic pelvic lymphadenectomy or no lymph node dissection and found no improvement in disease-free or overall survival between the two groups [61]. This was followed by the ASTEC trial, a large multicenter European trial that randomized 1408 women with clinical stage I endometrial cancer to staging surgery with or without pelvic lymphadenectomy [62]. Though flawed, this trial offers some of the best data available exploring the benefit to comprehensive surgical staging. Women with early-stage disease who had intermediate- or high-risk factors for recurrence were subsequently randomized, independent of lymph node status, to the ASTEC radiotherapy trial. Investigators found no difference in progression-free or overall survival and recommended against routine pelvic lymphadenectomy in presumed early-stage endometrial cancer.

Despite such randomized trials showing no benefit to comprehensive surgical staging, controversy still exists due, in part, to criticisms of the ASTEC trial, which include a high rate of crossover to radiotherapy and selection bias. Patients were secondarily randomized to radiation therapy based on uterine pathology only, leaving some patients with lymphadenopathy untreated by radiotherapy. One benefit of nodal dissection is triage to adjuvant therapy. However, the clinical value of triage to treatment in this trial was obscured because only 50% of the patients with high-risk disease were randomized to adjuvant therapy. Furthermore, 7% to 9% of low-risk patients and 53% to 61% of those with advanced-stage disease excluding lymph node involvement were not randomized to adjuvant therapy, although they did receive some radiotherapy. In addition, the lymphadenectomy arm contained 3% more high-risk histology, 3% more high-grade lesions, 3% more lymphovascular space invasion, and 10% more deep myometrial invasions, despite randomization. This difference may appear small but could have affected the power of the study to detect differences in survival [63]. The ASTEC trial also does not provide information about the usefulness of pelvic lymphadenectomy for guiding adjuvant treatment because patients were secondarily randomized to radiotherapy without factoring in lymph node status. Additionally, the benefit of para-aortic lymph node dissection was not addressed because patients underwent para-aortic node palpation and selective sampling, rather than systemic dissection.
What is the role of sentinel lymph node dissection in endometrial cancer?

Sentinel lymph node assessment, which is standard of care in malignancies such as breast cancer and melanoma, is now being introduced in gynecologic cancers. Pelvic lymphadenectomy can be associated with long-term morbidity such as lymphedema. One study showed that approximately 6% of patients undergoing pelvic lymphadenectomy for endometrial cancer have lymphedema [54]. To decrease this incidence as well as to determine who would benefit from lymph node assessment and improve detection of lymph node metastases, sentinel lymph node assessment has been introduced in endometrial cancer management. Khoury-Collado and colleagues [51] assessed 266 endometrial cancer patients with lymphatic mapping. Sentinel lymph node identification was successful in 223 (84%) of cases, with a 12% incidence of positive lymph nodes and 3% of those having metastasis confirmed by immunohistochemistry. Another study showed that sentinel lymph node assessment upstaged 10% of patients with low-risk and 15% of those with intermediate-risk endometrial cancer [64]. Use of this technique may offer the solution to determining which early-stage endometrial cancer patients will benefit from lymph node assessment.

Recommendations

- Patients with grade 1–2 endometrioid tumors, less than 50% myometrium invasion, and tumor of 2 cm or less seem to be at low risk for recurrence and may not require a surgical lymphadenectomy (level of evidence: B).
- Lymphadenectomy may alter or eliminate the need for adjuvant therapy and its associated morbidity (level of evidence: B).
- Sentinel lymph node dissection may reduce the morbidity associated with standard lymphadenectomy and may enhance the therapeutic benefit of surgical staging in early endometrial cancer (level of evidence: I).

Surgical approach for advanced endometrial cancer

In approximately 10% to 15% of all new cases of endometrial cancer, disease is found outside the uterus. These cases account for more than 50% of all uterine cancer-related deaths, with survival rates as low as 5% to 15% [65]. Due to a paucity of cases, no randomized prospective trials currently provide insight on the best treatment option. Therefore, treatment often consists of radical surgery followed by any combination of radiation, chemotherapy, and novel therapeutic agents.

Is there a role for cytoreductive surgery for advanced stage III/IV endometrial cancer?

The treatment paradigm for advanced FIGO stage III and IV endometrial carcinoma has shifted in the past few decades to a multimodality approach that includes surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy, with cytoreduction being the most crucial aspect. Multiple retrospective studies address the advantages of optimal cytoreductive surgery in patients with stage III and IV endometrial adenocarcinoma. Each study demonstrates a statistically significant progression-free and overall survival advantage when optimal cytoreduction was achieved [66,67].

Is there a role for maximal cytoreductive effort in advanced endometrial cancer?

Support for initial maximal cytoreductive effort is provided by data showing that the extent of residual disease among advanced-stage endometrial cancer appears to have a direct influence on survival. Theories explaining the possible advantages of cytoreduction of large-volume disease include improved performance status, decreased hypermetabolic tumor burden, improved vascular perfusion and drug delivery after resection of devitalized tissue, and decreased tumor volume and concomitant mutation potential that can lead to drug resistance. All cited studies report cytoreduction as an independent prognostic factor for overall survival. For those patients in whom the tumor was determined to be unresectable, the median survival was 2 to 8 months, regardless of further treatment with radiation and/or chemotherapy [86,88]. When patients could undergo optimal cytoreductive surgery, their survival was twice that of those who underwent a suboptimal cytoreduction. Optimal debulked patients also appear to have a survival advantage if surgery results in microscopic or no residual disease. The median survival for patients who had less than 1 cm residual disease was 15 months compared with 40 months among those who had microscopic disease [69]. Median survival for patients with no residual disease was 40 months compared with 19 months for those who had any residual disease [66]. Further, regardless of the amount of preoperative tumor burden, no significant difference in survival rates has been seen between patients with preoperative small (<2 cm) and large-volume (>2 cm) metastatic disease when optimal cytoreduction is achieved [66].

Does surgical management improve outcome in recurrent endometrial cancer?

Multiple studies have addressed the potential benefit of secondary cytoreductive surgery on overall survival in patients with recurrent endometrial cancer. Whether recurrent endometrial cancer is localized to the pelvis or disseminated throughout the abdomen, secondary cytoreduction has been shown to improve both progression-free and overall survival. More specifically, survival seems to be dependent on the type of recurrence (solitary recurrence vs. carcinomatous), the ability to achieve optimal cytoreduction, and the time from original treatment to recurrence [70]. Median overall survival after secondary cytoreductive surgery for recurrent endometrial cancer ranges from 39 to 57 months after surgery [71,72]. In previously irradiated patients with localized recurrence, pelvic exenteration remains the only curative option, although it is associated with significant postoperative morbidity (60% to 80%) and even mortality (10% to 15%). Despite such high postoperative morbidity, the reported 20% to 40% 5-year survival rates make pelvic exenteration the only curative option and may justify the radicality of the approach [73].

Recommendations

- Aggressive surgical cytoreduction improves progression-free and overall survival in patients with advanced or recurrent endometrial cancer (level of evidence: C).
- Exenteration offers the only curative option in patients with recurrent endometrial cancer who have received previous irradiation (level of evidence: C).
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